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Over recent decades, solitary confinement for prisoners has increased in 
prevalence and in salience. Whether given the label "disciplinary segregation," 
"administrative segregation," "special housing," "seg," "the hole," "supermax," or 
any of a dozen or more names, the conditions of solitary confinement share basic 
features: twenty-three hours per day or more spent alone in a cell, with little to do 
and no one to talk to, and one hour per day or less in a different, but no less 
isolated, setting-an exercise cage or a space with a shower. 

Long-term segregation units operated along these lines are extraordinarily 
expensive to build and operate. Too many prisoners are housed in them for too 
long, in conditions whose harshness stems more from criminal·justice politics than 
from correctional necessity or even usefulness. Prisoners in long· term segregation 
units often experience extreme suffering, and those who have serious mental 
illness frequently decompensate and become Horidly psychotic. As one judge has 
explained, "[fJor these inmates, placing them in the SHU [Security Housing Unit] 
is the mental equivalent of putting an asthmatic in a place with little air to 
breathe."t Some prisoners who enter long-term segregation in a relatively psycho
logically healthy state experience mental-health damage as well. Such conditions 
are inconsistent with the human dignity of prisoners and are frequently counterpro
ductive. 

It is for this reason that the American Bar Association's (ABA) Criminal Justice 

• 

• I served as !he Reponer for !he ABA Standards that are the subject of this Article from 1uly 2007 to January 
2009. when I left the project to assume my current role as U.S. Department of Homeland Security Officer foreivil 
Rights and Civil Liberties. My work on the Standards and their commentary was completed prior to my 
government service. This Article is adapted from the CQmmentary I drafted as the Reporter, which is currently 
being edited. augmented. and finalized by the ABA Criminal Justice Standards Committee. The views ellpre.ssed 
in this Article and in that commentary are not those of the Department of Homeland Security. C 2010. Mllfgo 
Schlanger. 

I. Madrid v. Gomel. 889 F. Supp. 1146. 1265 (N.D. Cal. 1995). mandamus denied. 103 F.3d 828 (9th Cir. 
1996): Set also Jones'El v. Berge. 164 F. Supp. 2d 1096, 1116 (W.O. Wis. 2(01) (noting that "[I]hecorKIitiOlls at 
Supermu are so se\'ere and restrictive that they exacerbate the symplOnu that mentally ill inmates exhibit."); 
Settlement Agreement at 2. Disability Advocates, Inc. v. N.Y. Stale Office of Mental Health', No. 1:02-cv.()4()()2 
(S.D.N.Y. Apr. 25. 2(01) (stipulating thai a heightened level of care will be provided to seriously mentally ill 
patients), tlVai/able 01 http://www.clearinghouse.nellchDocsipublicIPC-NY-0048.ooo2.pdf. 
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Standards on the Treatment of Prisoners propose several important rcfanns in this 
area of criminal justice poticy. From 2007 to 2009, I had the privilege of serving as 
the Reporter for the Task Force that produced these Standards, which the ABA has 
now adopted and which are reprinted in this issue of the American Criminal Law 
Review. Like all of me ABA's Criminal Justice Standards. these are offered by the 
ABA as a source of insight and authority for judges, legislators, and government 
officials who are aiming to rationalize and improve the criminal justice system.2 

In this Article, I discuss both how and why the ABA Standards deal with the 
crucial issue of the use of segregation. To summarize. in order to comply with the 
Standards, jailS and prisons must: 

• Provide sufficienl process prior to placing or retaining a prisoner in segrega
tion to be sure that segregation is warranted. (ABA Treatment of Prisoners 
Standard 23-2.9 [hereinafter cited by number only]) 

• Limit the pennissible reasons for segregation. Disciplinary segregation 
should generally be brief and should rarely exceed one year. Longer-tenn 
segregation should be imposed only if the prisoner poses a continuing and 
serious threat. Segregation for protective reasons should take place in the 
least restrictive setting possible. (23-2.6. 23-5.5) 

• Decrease isolation within segregated settings. Even prisoners who cannot 
mix with other prisoners should be allowed in-cell programming, supervised 
(and physically isolated) out-of-cell exercise time, face-to-face interaction 
with. staff. access to television or radio. phone calls. correspondence. and 
reading material. (23-3.7. 23-3.8) 

• Decrease sensory deprivation within segregated settings. Jails and prisons 
must limit the use of auditory isolation, deprivation of light and reasonable 
darkness, punitive diets. etc. (23-3.7. 23-3.8) 

• Allow prisoners to gradually gain more privileges and be subjected to fewer 
restrictions. even if they continue to require physical separation. (23-2.9) 

• Refrain from placing prisoners with serious mental illness in what is an 
anti-therapeutic environment. Jails and prisons must instead maintain appro
priate secure mental-health housing for such prisoners. (23-2.8, 23-6.11) 

• Carefully monitor prisoners in segregation for mental-health deterioration 
and deal with deterioration appropriately if it occurs. (23-6.11) 

The ABA is far from the first organization to offer proposals to reform solitary 

2. Martin Marcus. TM Making of 1M ABA Crimiool hUlk� Slanthlrrls: Forry Y�ars of E:tctlltfIC�, 23 CIuM. 
JUST. 10 (2009). Q\"Clilabl� Qllmp:llwww.abanet.ClrJ/crimjustlsWldardslmm:us.pdf. 

3. The Slandards constitute volume 23 of the ABA's Criminal Justice Slandards project; ror more infonnation 
on the entire project. see MarcU$, supra lII)(e 2. 
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confinement.4 The Standards' unique contribution, however, is to address all the 
aspects of long-term segregation by presenting solutions that embody a consensus 
view of representatives of all segments of the criminal justice system who worked 
on them together in the exhaustive and collaborative ABA Standards process.' 

Part I of this Article provides information on the Standards more generally_ Part 
II discusses the history of segregated housing and general observations about its 
effects. Part III discusses the approach taken by the ABA Standards with respect to 
permitted rationales for the use of segregated housing. Part IV describes the 
Standards' procedural requirements for placing prisoners in long-term segregation. 
Finally, Part V focuses on those Standards that are intended to mitigate the effects 
of isolating conditions. 

This Article is part of a paper Symposium on the Standards; it is joined by an 
essay by ACLU National Prison Project Director David Fathi focusing on 
prisoners' access to courts and other oversight bodies, and another on immigration 
detention by New York City Department of Corrections Commissioner Dora 
Schriro. 

I. STANDARDS ON THE TREATMENT OF PRISONERS 

A. Background 

The Standards on the Treatment of Prisoners were, after a five-year drafting 
process, approved by the American Bar Association House of Delegates in 
February 2010. Based on constitutional and statutory law, a variety of relevant 
correctional policies and professional standards, the deep expertise of the many 
people who assisted with the drafting, and extensive contributions and comments 
of dozens of additional experts and groups (among them heads and former heads of 
correctional agencies, prisoners' advocacy organizations, and many professional 
associations), the Standards set out principles and functional parameters to guide 
the operation of American jails and prisons, in order to help the nation's criminal 
justice policy-makers, correctional administrators, legislators, judges, and advo
cates protect prisoners' rights, while promoting the safety, humaneness, and 
effectiveness of our correctional facilities. 

The Standards are part of the ABA's multi-set Criminal Justice Standards 
project.6 They replace the ABA's 1981 Criminal Justice Standards on the Legal 
Status of Prisoners, which were supplemented by two additions in 1985 but not 

4. Su, e.g .. JOHN 1. GIBBONS & NICHOLAS O£ B. KATZENBACH, CoNFilONTING CONFINEMEm": A REPORT OFTllE 
COMMISSION ON SAFETY AND ABUSE IN AMERICA'S PRiSONS 52-60 (Vera inSli\l.lle of Justice 20(6) (making similar 

recommendations and discussing other comparable proposals). 

5. Marcus, supra note 2. 
6. There are currently twenty·three sets of the ABA Criminal Justice Standards. many in their third edition. 

cO\'cring topics from DiscQI'ery and Prtfria/ Retease to Sentencing aoo Col/oterot Sonctiol1S and Dist:rttionary 

DisqUillific(Jtion ofCon\'icted Persons. Su Am. Bar Ass' n, St(Jru/ords, ovai/able {If httpJ/www.abanet.org.!crimjust! 
standards!. The Legat Status of Prisonus Swndurds were in chapler23 when they were released in 1981, and that 
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subsequently amended.' In the 1980s, the now-replaced Legal Status oj Prisoners 
Standards proved a useful source of insight and guidance for courts and correc
tional administrators and were frequently cited and used. 

Nevertheless, the 2010 revision was long overdue: enormous changes have 
affected American corrections since 1981. and even in the I 990s. the 1981 
standards had grown sadly out of date. The Criminal Justice Standards project's 
goal is to provide up-to-date guidelines that address the current conditions and 
challenges of America's jails and prisons, helping to shape the fair and humane 
development of the law and operation of the criminal justice system. There are 
eighty-three Standards in the volume that cover a wide range of issues affecting the 
2.4 million people housed on any given day in America's jails and prisons. 

The most consequential change since 1981 is the astronomical growth in 
incarceration in the United States. In 1981, 557,000 prisoners were held in 
American jails and prisons; that number has since skyrocketed to its current level 
of over 2.3 million, with two-thirds in prisons and one-third in jails.s Justice 
Anthony Kennedy's address to the ABA in 2003 highlighted the "remarkable 
scale" of incarceration in the United States and the consequent need to "improve 
our corrections system" by addressing "the inadequacies-and the injustices-in 
our prison and correctional systems.

,,
9 The population explosion in prisons and 

jails has imposed severe pressure on incarcerating authorities as they attempt to 
cope with more prisoners and longer terms of incarceration. New challenges have 
appeared, and old ones have expanded (among them private prisons, long-term and 

num�rinl has been �ed in this new (and ... -tided) edition. $u Am. Bar Ass·n. $wruiarrU 0<1 TrrDfm�nl of 

Prison�rs, QV(li/Qb/� Qt hnp;lI�.Ibanc:I.OflkrimjU$l15umdardsltreaunenlprisoners.html. 
7. See Am. Bar Ass'n, M�nlQl H�Qlth StaruWrds, Pan X: Menially III and Menially Retarded Prisonen 375-37 

(ABA 1984). In August 2003, Pan VIII of the 19S1 Standards, on Civil Disabilities of Convi�ted PelWf\$, was 
superseded by the new ABA. StQndords for Crim;11Q1 Justiu: Colfol�rol Sanctioru and Dis�rrtiol1Qry Disqualijica

li()ft o[C()ftVicltd P�rsotU, {nTJiliJblt or http://www.abanet.orgIcrimjusllstandatdskollateraisatletionwilhrommenlafy. 

pdf. 
8. Tooo D. MINTON & WIU.lAM J. SABOL. U.S. DEP'TOF JIjStiCE. BUREAU OF JUSTlCE STATtmCS. JAIL INMATES 

AT M,DVEAR 2003-STATlSTlCAL TABLES (Mar. 20(9). omi/ablt 01 hnp:/lbjs.ojp.usdoj.govfcontentlpublpdfl 
jim08st.pdf: WIU..lAM J. SABOL ET AL., U.S. DEI"TOf JumcE. BUREAU Of JlIS'Tla STAnsncs. PRISONERS IN 2008 
(Dec. 2(09), alTJilablt at hllp:llbjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/conlentlpublpdf/pOB.pdf. The term "prison" usually is used to 
indi�ate a state Of fedenrolly opc:nroted facililY thaI nooses convicted felons: "jail" means a counly or �ity (or very 
occasionally fedenl.l) apc:illed faeili!)' !hat houses some combination of pmrial delainees, felony convi�ts 
awaiting sentencing or transfer to prison, and misdemeanant and felony convi�ts serving relatively shan terms. 

For a futter diseussion of the Gpenltional and litigation differences between these types of facilities, su Anne 
Morrison Piehl & Margo Schlanger, D�I�rmil1Qnts of Cil'il Rights Filings in Ftdual Djmicl Cau/1 by Jail olld 

Prison Inmalts. I 1. EMPIRICAL LEG. Sruo. 79 (2004); Margo Schlanger, Inmatt UligOljon, 116 HARV. L. REV. 
1555, 1579 n.76 & 1686-39 (2003). 

9. Justice Anthony M. Kennedy, Speech al the American Bar Association Annual Meeting (Aug. 9, 2(03) 
(re\'iSoed Aug. 14, 2(03), o\Vlilablt 01 http://meetings,abanc:t.orglwebuploadicommuploadlCR2098OO'newsleuer
pubslJu$tiee_Kennedy-ABA_Speec�Final,pdf. For the poH�y document adopted by the ABA in dire<:t response 
101ustiee Kennedy's �hallenge, su AM. BAR ASS'N, JUS11C£ KENNEDV COMMtSSION. REPORT Wrtll RECOMMENDA' 

TIONS TO THE ABA HOOSE Of DELEGATES (AuS. 20(4), Qyailabl� at hllp:l/www .• banel.org/crimjustlkennedy/ 
JusticcKennedyCommissionReporuFinal.pdf. 
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extreme isolation of prisoners, and the special needs of a variety of prisoners). At 
the same time, increased scale and generations of experience with modem 
correctional approaches have produced many examples of expertise and excel
lence. Social science research has developed significant insights in a large body of 
highly respected work. 

The growing scale of modem American incarceration means, too, that an ever 
increasing number of OUf citizens have, at least al some point, been subject to 
criminal justice supervision. Whatever problems exist now affect more people than 
ever. On any given day, there are about as many people incarcerated as live in the 
thirty-fifth most populous state, Nevada. And even this record figure understates 
substantially the human impact of our current correctional system: over the course 
of a year, approximately thirteen million people spend time behind bars in our 
nation's jails and prisons. 10 Our most basic democratic commitments forbid us to 
write off so many individuals as part of the governing as well as the governed 
people. Accordingly, the dignity and humanity of the men and women incarcerated 
in America must be front and center in our nation's criminal justice policy. 

As the correctional landscape has been transformed by time and increased 
prisoner population over the past decades, relevant law has also changed consider
ably. Statutory and decisional law has in some ways expanded, and in other ways 
contracted, the scope of legal protection for prisoners. International human rights 
standards have likewise evolved substantially and more unifonnly in favor of 
prisoners' rights. New approaches in corrections have elicited new legal standards 
and rules; new approaches to a variety of legal questions have varied in their 
application to corrections; and the application of the Eighth Amendment, the 
"basic concept underlying lwhich) is nothing less than the dignity of man," has 
continued to safeguard "the evolving standards of decency that mark the progress 
of a maturing society. ,,11 

In light of all these changes since 1981, the 20 I 0 version of the ABA Standards 
takes a new look at American prisons and jails and sets out practical guidelines to 
help those concerned about what happens behind bars. (These Standards apply to 
all prisoners confined in adult correctional and criminal detention faciliti�s, 
regardless of age or immigration status, but do not seek to cover facilities 
dedicated enlirely to either juvenile or immigration detention.) In large part, the 
Standards Slate the law, with sources from the Constitution, federal statutes and 
regulations, and court decisions developing each. They also rely on other legal 
sources, such as settlements negotiated between the U.s. Department of Justice 
(001) and stale and local governments under the Civil Rights of Institutionalized 
Persons Act, 12 as well as non-DOJ consent decrees, as models for implementation 

10. GIBBONS MU KATzE.�BAOl. syra note 4, II II. 

II. Trop v. Dulles, JS6 U.S. 86, 100-01 (1958). 
12. 42 U.S.c. f 1997 (2006). 

, 
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of legal norms. In addition, there are occasions in which the litigation-developed 

constitutional minima for prisoners' rights and their remediation omit critical 

issues that are of concern to criminal justice policy-makers and correctional 
administrators. As a result, many Standards aim to establish what might be called 

the infrastructure of constitutional compliance. The Constitution, for example, 

does not guarantee prisoners trained correctional officers. But Siandard 23-10.3 
nonetheless addresses the training of correctional officers because it is a necessary 

precondition for compliance with substantive constitutional requirements. 

Two background points are relevant here. First, even in litigation, the Constitu
tion, in certain circumstances, is understood to impose some infrastructure 
requirements on an incarcerating authority. Supervisory failures. such as failures to 
screen, train, supervise, or discipline, can all cause the violation of prisoners' 

rights, even though these failures alone do not constitllte such a violation. 

Accordingly. while the Supreme Court has underscored that supervisory liability is 

the exception rather than the rule, such failures can expose correctional institutions 
to damages liability or mandatory injunctions. I) It is important to note, however, 

that the 2010 Standards go beyond these limited precedents for a second reason: 

the Standards are, appropriately, less deferential to prison administrators than are 

courts adjudicating constitutional claims, because the Standards offer advice not 
only to courts-which grant correctional administrators a good deal of deference 

in order to respect the principle of separation of powers-but to the political 

branches. As the Supreme Court explained in Lewis v. Casey: 

It is the role of courts to provide relief to claimants, in individual or class 
actions, who have suffered, or will imminently suffer, actual hann; it is not the 

role of courts. but that of the politic.o.l branchcs, to shnpe the institutions or 

government in such fashion as to comply with the laws and the Constitulion . t4 

The Standards' role is not to restate the litigated constitutional law of corrections. 
guided as that law is by this principle of deference. Rather, the Standards have as 

13. 1lIe Supreme Coun has emphasi� thai when Congm;s en8C:led 42 U.S.C. t 1983. the cause of action for 
most civil rights litigation involving prisons, the Slatute was IIOl inlended 10 impose vicarious liability on 
gO\'emmentlgencies Of supervisors for the unconstitutional conduct of employees. That is, t 1983 does IIOl 
implement the ordinary rule of respondeat superior. Pembaur v. Cily of Cincinnati, 475 U.S. 469. 479 (1 986); 

Monell v. N.Y.C, Dep't of Soc. �rvs., 436 U.S. 65g, 691 (1978). Nonetheless.theCouI1 has held that an  agency's 
deficient supervision of staff, such as a failure to train, supportS a finding of liability against the agency itself, 
where a "constitutional wrong has been caused by that failure 10 train.R City or Canton, Ohio v. Harris, 489 U.S. 
378, 387 (1989). Similarly, supervisors face liabilily for their "own culpable action or inaction in the training. 
supervision, or control of ... subordinates." Greason v. Kemp. 891 F.2d 829 (111h Cir. 1990) (finding alleged 
failures to supervise sufficienl to defeal summary judgmenl in prison suicide case againSI cHnica! director. mental 
health director, and warden): Clay v. Conlee. 815 F.2d 1 1 64. 1170 (gth Cir. 1987). And the failure 10 screen 
employees can also, under limited circumstanCeS. be acti onable under t 1983. Su Bd. ofComm·rs .... Brown, 520 
U.S. 397. 412-13 (1997) (finding liability appropriate where hiring agency neglected 10 screen an employee who 
violated plaintiff's constitutional rights. if the agency "should have concluded that Ithe employee'sl use of 
excessive force would be a plainly obvious consequence of the hiring decision'"). 

14. Slg U.S. J43, 349 (1996). 
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their very purpose-most prominently in their provisions related to oversight and 
private prisons. but elsewhere as well-"to shape the institutions of government in 
such fashion as to comply with the laws and the Constitution," 

It may be helpful to highlight the connection between the ABA Standards and 
other professional standards. Mindful of the importance of the different profes
sional standards that apply to prisons and jails, the Standards are very largely 
consonant with other applicable standards and are, as well, entirely consistent with 
good professional practice. The Standards do not, however, merely replicate or 
generalize the approaches taken by the American Correctional Association (ACA) 
and other similar groups, Indeed, most other professional corrections standards 
serve a different function than the ABA Standards, As accreditation standards, 
most other corrections standards are directed entirely at corrections administrators 
who have limited authority to change certain aspects of prison or jail administra
tion, In addition, most professional standards in corrections are written by 
insiders correctional officials and others actors who work in correctional systems 
in a variety of capacities,15 The undeniable expertise of such corrections profession
als can be usefully supplemented by the Bar's institutional commitment to the rule 
of law, equality, due process, and transparency in all institutions, The Bar is also 
uniquely well positioned to take into account the sometimes competing interests of 
prisoners, administrators, correctional officers, and the public, Accordingly, sev
eral of the Standards do impose stricter limits on prison and jail operations than, 
for example, those required by the ACA accreditation standards, 16 Although the 
number and scope of such divergences have been minimized, the few that remain 
are important. 

It bears emphasizing in this regard that professional corrections standards are 
themselves thoroughly related to law and justice, not just to technocratic correc
tional expertise, (To illustrate, the cover art of the ACA's most recent edition of 
prison standards depicts a statue of blind Justice holding the scales of justice, with 

15, In recognition of the ABA's contribution and imponance to American corrections, the American 
Correctional Association's Constitution requires that the ACA's Commission 011 Acrredilation for ColleCiions 
include an ABA represenlative, Su COSSTTTUnON OFTHE AMERICAN CORRECnONALASSOClATION, art, V § 1(11), 
Ql'lj ilQbl� 1lI http://www,aca,orgIpaslpresentfulurelconstitulion06.pdf, 

16. For example, Standard 23-3.6(b) requires all prisoners-whether in jail or prison, and whether in 
segregated or ordinary housing-to receive a daily opponunity to exercise for an hour in the open air. weather 
permitting. The American COITe(:tionai Association similarly requires accrediledjails to provide: prisoners at least 
one hour per day for pbysical exercise outside the cell, outdoors when whether permits. Am, Carr, Ass'n, 

PERFoRMANCI! BASED STANDARDS FOR ADULT locAL DE"mmON FAclI.mES 91, Slalldard 4-ALDF-5C-OI (ACA 
4th ed. 2003). But for prisons, such a gellCrai requirement is only implicit in the ACA's accredit.ation st.andards: 
prisons are required to have sufficient outdoor and covered or ellClosed exercise areas ''to ensure that each inmate 
is offered at least 01lC hour of access daily." Am. COTT. Ass'n. STANDARDS FOR ADULTCORRECTlONALINSTTTUnONS 

43, Standard 4-4154 (ACA 4th cd. 2003). MOfe(Iver, the ACA's requirements for priSOlle1"S in segregated housing 

is that they should receive OIlC hour per day out-of-cel1 exercise time only five days per week. not daily,ld, at 74, 
Standard 44270: PERFORMANCE BASEl> STANDARDS FOR ADULT locAL DE'mffiON FACll.fT1ES 31, Siandard 
4-ALDF-2A·64. 
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the Constitution and a set of case reporters in the background. 17) The Bar should, 
accordingly, remain a full partner in our polity's conversation about prison 
conditions. On the merits, it was the view of the Standards Committee, of course, 
that the ABA Standards appropriately balance the institutional interests al stake. 

At the same time, the Standards avoid topics more appropriately left to 
operational experts rather than lawyers. The Standards are directed at establishing 
the conditions that should exisl in confinement facilities. How these conditions 
come into being is left to the skill and resourcefulness of correctional administra
tors. The Standards do not set forth ideal doctor-prisoner ratios or promulgate rules 
governing minimum library collections or the like. Officials who run jails and 
prisons are better equipped than lawyer-observers to operationaJize legal stan
dards. For example, adequate light is necessary for humane operation of a prison. 
But translation of this general command into a specific measure of "footcandles

,,
18 

in different settings is beyond the comparative advantage and appropriate role of 
the Bar. Likewise. the ABA Standards include general principles relating to 
correctional health care, but various health-related professional organizations 
(NationaJ Commission on Correctional Health Care, American Public Health 
Association, and others) set out far more operational detail that can be used by 
correctional administrators. 

B. General Principles Governing Imprisonment 

The Standards embody several key principles regarding the purpose and nature 
of incarceration: that restrictions imposed on prisoners should be justified rather 
than reflexive; that incarceration should be oriented toward prisoner re-entry; that 
conditions should be free from cruel, inhuman. or degrading treatment; and that 

facilities should be monitored and regularly inspected by independent government 
entities. These key principles are discussed in this section. 

Running through the Standards are simuhaneous substantive commitments: 
prisons must be safe, but, simultaneously, restrictions imposed on prisoners should 
be justified rather than reflexive.19 Many restrictions imposed on prisoners are 
entirely legitimate and even necessary, but others are gratuitous and even harmful. 
The ABA has long endorsed the general principle that "prisoners retain the 
constitutional rights of free citizens" except "when restrictions are necessary to 
provide reasonable protection for the rights and physical safety of all members of 

17. ST!<ND-'1lDS I'OR Aotn.T CoIuu;.cnON-'L iNsnnmONS. supra note 16. cover; su also id, 111 xvi (listing as a 
bcllCfit from the accreditation process "a defense against lawsuits through documentation and the demonstmtion 
of a 'good faith' effort 10 improve conditions of confinement"); William J. Rold. TM Legal Context of 

Co�ctj()1l(l1 H�("th Cart, ill N...noNId.. COMMWION ON CORRECnONId.. H£,\LTti C\1Ul. STM.10-,RDS I'OR HI;.O.t.TH 

SERVICES IS PRIsoNs 137-47 (2003). 

18. A "f()(MCandle" is & measure of the light ellSt by a common candle al a distance of one foot from its ftame. 

19. Standard 23-1.1(&) emphasizes the first IuIlf of this dual commitment ...... hile subdivisions (c) and (e) 
delineate the other half. 
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the prison system and the general public.,
,
20 The ideal embedded in Standard 

23-1.1 (e)'5 discussion of "necessary and proponionate" restrictions is similar. It 
goes beyond constitutional case law. but reRects both good correctional practice 
and international standards?1 (Standard 23-I.I(e)'s reference to the purpose of 
imprisonment of unconvicted prisoners is framed in tenns of their appearance at 
trial, but, of course, for those who face deportation rather than trial, the purpose is 
to ensure their appearance at relevant proceedings.) 

A second overarching commitment embodied in the Standards is a thoroughgo
ing orientation towards prisoners' re-entry into the community, first mentioned in 
Standard 23-1.1 (b). Particularly in light of the massive numbers of prisoners and 
the prisoners' correspondingly increased role in their communities after they leave 
prison, the Standards, like many participants in the American criminal justice 
system, urge that prison itself should be oriented towards re-entry considerations. 
The Second Chance Act took important steps in this direction.22 

The Standards' prohibition against "cruel, inhuman. or degrading" treatment or 
conditions, in Standard 23-1.1 (d), both embodies the mandates of the Constitution 
and references language that often serves as the touchstone of the intemational law 
relating to the treatment of prisoners. This prohibition is derived from Article 5 of 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights2l and is contained in generally 
applicable multilateral treaties, including the lnternational Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights24 and the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or 
Degrading Treatment or Punishment?S In interpreting the prohibition against 
"cruel, inhuman, or degrading" treatment, intemational law emphasizes dignity: 
p,risoners' humanity and dignity are to be respected at all times?6 It is not the intent 
of these Standards to adopt international human rights law as binding in every 

20. ABA Res. 120B. ]995 ABA Midyear Meeting. available at hup:llwww.aballel.orglcrimjustlpolicy/ 

cjpol.html'am9512Ob. 
21. Su Statement of basic principles for the treatment of prisollers. IS GA Res. 4S/ l l l., 5. U.N. Doc. 

AlRESI451l J J (Dec. 14. 1990) (stating thai "[eJxcepl for those limitations that are demonstnlbly necessitated by 
the fact of incarceration." all prisoners retain human rights arK! fundamental freedoms set out in UN covenants); 
U.N. Human Rights Comm .• Compilation of Gl'nerai COmml'n/S and Genl'rai Recommendations A.dopted by 

Humnn Rights Treaty Boelil's, General Comment No. 21,' 3. U.N. Doc. HRUGENIJlRev. ] &t 33 (1994). 
("Persons deprived of their liberty enjoy all the rights set forth in the Covenant. subject to the restrictions that are 
unavoidable in a closed environment:'). 

22. Sc.;ond Chance Act of 2007. Pub. L. No. 110-199. 122 Stat. 6S1 (2008); see also REEN'l1!v Pouev 
COlINCJl., http://www.reentrypolicy.org(last visitedDec. 30. 2010) (summarizing many recent relevant govern

mental initiatives). 

23. G.A. Res. 211 (Ill) A. U.N. Doc. AlRESJ211(1II) (Dec. 10. 1948). 

24. G.A. Res. 2200 (XXI) A,' 1, U.N. Doc. AJRESJ2200(XXI) (Dec. 16. 1966). 
25. G.A. Res. 39146. Annex. U.N. Doc. AlRESI39146 (Dec. 14. 1984) (the ''Torture Conventi on" is in Articles 

10-13; extending the prohibition against cruel. inhuman. or degrading treatment or punishment is in Article 16). 

26. See Basic Principles for the Treatment of Prisoners. G.A. Res. 45111 J.' 5. U.N. Doc. AJRES/4Sfl l l  (Dec. 
14. 1990) ("All prisoners shall be treated with the respect due to their inherent dignity and value as human 

beings."): G.A. Res. 2200 (XXI) A. supra note 24.' 10(1) ("All persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated 
with humanity and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person."). 
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respect. but international sources can provide insight into appropriate policy, and 
should inform domestic law. 

The ABA's views on the oversight of prison operations are delineated in the 
Standards' provision that requires that a correctional facility be monitored and 
regularly inspected by independent government entities,27 along with several 
standards in Part XI, which deals with accountability and oversight As that policy 
recognizes, independent monitoring of correctional facilities is preservative of 
prisoners' substantive rights and is equally necessary for both private and public 
facilities. Transparency and accountability are difficult challenges in closed 
institutions such as prisons, but without them, rights cannot be assured. 

These principles-that restrictions imposed on prisoners should be justified, that 
incarceration should be oriented toward re·entry, that prisoners' dignity should be 
respected, and that oversight of correctional facilities is necessary-merit special 
attention in the context of segregation. Thus, the Standards and this Article take 
care to outline when it is justified to place prisoners in segregated housing and 
what process is due in making and reviewing placement decisions. Likewise. the 
Standards propose that effects of isolation be mitigated so that they do not become 
an obstacle to successful re·entry and so that prisoners' dignity and humanity be 
respected. This notion underpins the Standards generally, as well as those specifi· 
caJly dealing with segregation?8 Oversight, although not specifically addressed 
here. has an important role to play in ensuring that the rights of prisoners in 
isolation are respected. Before delving into the specific Standards that relate to 
these principles, this Article gives a brief history of the practice of segregating 

• 

pnsoners. 

II. THE RISE OF THE SUPERMAX 

The Standards define segregated housing as follows: "housing of a prisoner in 
conditions characterized by substantial isolation from other prisoners, whether 
pursuant to disciplinary, administrative, or classification action. 'Segregated hous· 
ing' includes restriction of a prisoner to the prisoner's assigned living quarters.,,29 

Perhaps the best-known form of segregated housing is the so--called "super· 
max," an entire facility in which dangerous prisoners--cften called "the worst of 
the worst"-are held in long·term solitary confinement. The forerunner of loday's 
supennax facilities was the federal maximum security prison at Alcatraz, which 
closed in 1%3.30 Although a high·security control unit at the U.S. Penitentiary in 
Marion, Illinois, opened in 1978, the modem supermax prison was not born until 
USP Marion was locked down permanently in 1983, when prisoners murdered two 

27. SWJdanl 23-1.I(h). 
28. Su generally Standard 23-2.6-2.9; SUUldard 23-3.8-3.9. 
29. Standard 23-l.O(r). 
30. CHASE RIVElAND. NAT'L INn. OFCOM., SUJ'ERMAX PiusoNS: OVERVIEW AND GENERALCONSIOEilATIONS I .  S 

(1999). (l''Cliiobie af http://www.nicic,org/pubsll9991014937.pdf. 
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correctional officers on the same day.]] The federal Bureau of Prisons opened 
another high-security facility in Rorence, Colorado, in 1994; by 1999, more than 
thirty states operated supennax prisons.32 These freestanding facilities hold 
thousands of prisoners and have also made more salient the issues raised by similar 
custody arrangements in units within general population facilities. 

Living conditions in this kind of isolated setting are generally the same; 
however. a prisoner may be sent to segregation after a classification or other 
non-disciplinary process (in which event it is usually labeled "administrative 
segregation") or as discipline for a serious rule infraction (in which event it is 
usually labeled "disciplinary segregation"). Sometimes, that is, segregation is used 
to control (in which event it is referred to as "protective custody"), and other times 
to punish. Most of the Standards deal generally with all assignments to segregated 
housing, regardless of the justification. Eight Standards. including four in Part n 

(23-2.6 to 2.9), regulate administrative and disciplinary segregation, long- and 
short-term. Standard 23-2.6 sets out very broad substantive prerequisites for 
placing a prisoner in segregation even for a short period of time; 23-2.7 provides 
far narrower rationales acceptable for segregation for a longer period .. Standard 
23-2.8 deals with the extremely important topic of mental health monitoring of 
prisoners in segregation and forbids housing of prisoners with serious mental 
illness in segregation. Standard 23-2.9 governs the process by which a decision is 
made to house a prisoner in long-term segregation. In Part lU, Standards 23-3.7 
and 23-3.8 limit the degree of sensory deprivation and isolation in segregation, and 
Standard 23-3.9 deals with facility "Iockdowns," which can sometimes operate, de 
facto, as wholesale reclassification of an entire prison unit's population into 
segregation until the lockdown is lifted. Finally, 23-6.11 (c) and (d) repeat 2.8(a)'s 
rule against housing prisoners with serious mental illness in anti-therapeutic 
environments-which long-term segregation necessarily is-and require instead 
development of high-security mental health housing appropriate for prisoners 
whose mental illness interferes with their appropriate functioning in general 
population. 

To understand life in long-term segregation, consider, for I?xample, the Supreme 
Court's description of life in the Ohio State Penitentiary, the supermax facility that 
was the subject of Wilkinson v. Allsrin:)] 

In the OSP almost every aspect of an inmate's life is controlled and monitored. 
Inmates must remain in their cells, which measure 7 by 14 feet, for 23 hours 
per day. A light remains on in the cell at all limes, though it is sometimes 
dimmed, and an inmate who attempts to shield the light to sleep is subject to 

31. Id. 
32. Id. 
33. S45 u.S. 209 (2005). 
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further discipline. During the one hour per day that an inmate may leave his 
cell. access is limited to one of two indoor recreation cells. 

Incarceration at qsP is synonymous wilh extreme isolation. In contrasl to 
any other Ohio prison, including any segregation unit. OSP cells have solid 
melnl doors wilh melnl strips along their sides and bottoms which prevent 
conversation or communication with other inmates. All mea1s are taken alone 
in the inmate's cell inslead of in a common eating area. Opportunities for 
visitation are rare and in all events are conducted through glass walls. It is fair 
10 say OSP inmates are deprived of almost any environmental or sensory 
stimuli and of almost all human contact.34 

Some prisoners are sufficiently menially resilient (or their stays in segregation 
sufficiently short) that isolating confinement does them no lasting harm; for others, 
however, the human cost of segregation can be devastating. Abundant research 
demonstrates that prisoners in segregation often experience physical and mental 
deterioration. Indeed, even in 1890, the Supreme Court discussed some of the 
evidence relating to the penitentiary system of solitary confinement: 

[E)xperience demonstrated that there were serious objections to it. A consider· 
able number of the prisoners fell, after even a short confinement. into a 
semi-fatuous condition, from which it was next to impossible to arouse them. 
and others became violently insane; others, still, committed suicide. while 
those who stood the ordeal better were not generally refonned. and in most 
cases did not recover sufficient mental activity to be of any subsequent service 
to the community.:u 

The modem evidence is compelling. In short, as a leading expert summarizes, 
conditions resulting in minimal environmental and social interaction ;'can cause 
severe psychiatric harm.,,36 

Some dangerous prisoners pose a threat to others unless they are physically 
separated. But such separation does not necessitate the social and sensory isolation 
that has become routine in segregation. Extreme isolation is not about physical 
protection of prisoners from each other. Rather, it is a method of deterrence and 
control-and as currently practiced it is a failure. The segregation units of 
American prisons are full not of Hannibal Lecters but of "the young. the pathetic. 
the mentally ill.'t37 

The following sections address the Standards regulating the use of isolation, 
beginning with permitted rationales for segregated housing. moving to the process 

34. Id. 11214. 
35. In rr Medley. 134 U.S. 160, 168 (189() ; su also Chamben v. Florida. 309 U.S. 227. 237-38 (1940) 

(referring 10 ''$oliwy confinement" as one of the Ie<:hniques of "physicaJ and menlal lonure" go\'emmenlS ha\'e 
used to coerce confessions). 

36. Sluan Grassian, P$)'Chiafric EJfuts ojSolif(Jry Confinement. 22 WASH. U. J.L. & POI;V 325, 327 (2006). 

37. Rob Zaleski, S�1'I1IiU D<Hsn � Re�c' the Wisconsin Dickey Knows. CAPITAL TIMES (Madison. Wis.), Aug. 

27.2001, al B 1. (quoling Waller Dickey, former head of the WISConsin Departmenl ofComctions) . 

• 
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for placing an individual in isolation, and finally discussing the goal of making 
segregation less isolating and therefore less damaging. 

III RATIONALES FOR SEGREGATED HOUSING 

Any placement of a prisoner in segregated housing, defined in Standard 
23-1.0(0) to include "housing of a prisoner in conditions characterized by 
substantial isolation from other prisoners, whether pursuant to disciplinary, admin
istrative, or classification action," including "restriction of a prisoner to the 
prisoner's assigned living quarters," must be justified. Such justification is vital 
regardless of the length of segregation, because even short-term segregated 
housing imposes serious burdens on prisoners (even, or perhaps especially, when 
prisoners are segregated for their own protection). In addition, isolation can be 
particularly damaging to youthful prisoners,38 and adult facilities housing minors 
should implement specific policies that take account of this developmental 
difference; segregation for youthful prisoners should be even more disfavored than 
for adults. 

One pennissible justification for the use of segregation is medical or mental 
health care purposes. This type of segregation, typically tenned "seclusion," 
should be tightly constrained, just as medical and mental health uses of restraint 
devices are limited.39 Medical isolation is appropriately used to house prisoners 
with infectious tuberculosis.4o But true isolation is generally not required for other 
communicable diseases.41 For example, the recent public health threat in jails and 
prisons posed by the virulent staph skin infection known as MRSA (methicillin
resistant Staphylococcus aureus) may necessitate the use of single cells so that 
uninfected prisoners are nO! exposed to infectious dressings,42 but more stringent 
isolation is not ordinarily medically justified. 

The use of segregated housing may also be justified in order to facilitate an 
investigation dealing with serious misconduct or crime. The Standards allow this. 
But Standard 23-2.6 requires that the tenn of such investigatory (administrative) 
segregation nol extend past thirty days. By that time, investigation needs have 
largely faded, and the segregation has become, de facto, punitive. (Sometimes, 

38. Set AMNESTY IIrr'L& HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH. THE REST OFTHEIR LIVES: LIFE wrrnour PAROLE FOR CHlu) 

OFFENO£RS IN TIll! UNrrno SrIJ6 60 (2005), available al hl1p:llwww.amne5lyusa.orgfuslclwoplrtpon.pdf; Set 

also Meg Laughlin. Does separation equal sufJeri1lg,!, ST. PE.'Il;RSIIURG TIMES. I)e,;. 17. 2006. al A I, available at 

hnp:Jlwww.splimes.com/2006111117/State/Does_scparation_equal.shtml. 
39. Set STAND"RDS FOR HI!A.LTIl SERVS. IN PRISONS P-I..(}I (NaI'l Comm'n on COrT. Health Care 2008) (restraint 

and seclusion). 
4(). Slalldard 23-2.7(a)(iii); see also Standard 23·6.12(b); ST"ND"RDS FOR HIW.TIl SERVS. IN CORR. INSTS. 

VI.A.B.2.c (Am. Pub. Health Ass'n 2(03). 
41. See STMm"RDS FOR HE.\UlI SERVS. IN CORR. INSTS. at VJ.A.B.J.b (HJV); VI.A.B.la(3) (Hepatitis A); 

VI.A.B.3.c(3) (Hepatitis C); VI.A.B.4.g( 1 Xb). (2Xb). (3Xb). (4 )(b). (5Xb). (6)(b) (sexually transmitted diseases); 
VI.A.B.5.a(2) (lice); VI.A.B.5.b(2) (ringworm): VJ.A.B.5.c(2) (so;abies). 

42. Su CLINICM. pP."cncr GUIDELINes: MANA(;EMENT OF METHtCiLLIN-RESISTANT SrAPHYWCOCCUS AUR£US 
(MRSA) INFECTIONS (Fed. Bureau of Prisons 2005). al'ailable at hllp:llwww.bop.gov/news/PDFslmrsa.pdf. 
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prisoners plead guilty to serious misconduct simply as a way of getting Qut of 
segregation imposed during an investigation.) Alternative methods to safeguard 
the integrity of investigations include unit and facility transfers, separation orders, 
and the like. 

Standards 23-2.7 and 2.9 deal with the more limited category of long-term 
segregation-segregated housing "that is expected to extend or does extend for a 
period of lime exceeding 30 days.'>43 Standard 23-2.7 delineates the appropriate 
substantive predicate for this type of segregation, whether it is imposed for 
punishment, security. or health care reasons. These Standards allow long-term 
disciplinary segregation of up to a year for very serious misconduct and terms of 
disciplinary segregation of up to thirty days for minor misconduct. Administrative 
segregation and supennax units currently house many prisoners placed there not 
because they are dangerous, but because they are disruptive or have disobeyed 
facility rules.44 But under this Standard, non-disciplinary long-term segregation 
cannot be imposed unless the prisoner is dangerous to himself or herself or to 
olhers. 

Disciplinary segregation is also limited under the Standards: a rule infraction 
may be punished by more than thirty days in segregation only if it was very severe, 
posing a serious threat to security or safety.45 An example of a system that 
implements this approach is the Federal Bureau of Prison's disciplinary scale, 
under which violations classified as "greatest severity" can be punished with up to 
sixty days in disciplinary segregation, but violations one level down, of "high 
severity," can receive only up to thirty days. (Greatest severity includes killing, 
assault "when serious physical injury has been attempted or carried out," escape 
from a secure institution, and the like, as well as narcotics possession.)46 Other 
sanctions for prisoner misconduct remain available, including forfeiture of sentenc
ing credit earned for good behavior. And if a disciplinary infraction indicates that a 
prisoner poses a continuing serious security threat, the prisoner is eligible for 
segregated confinement not for discipline but rather as a classification measure, 
under subdivision (a)(U). 

The Standards also authorize long-term segregation for security reasons. Subdi
vision (a)(ii) authorizes the long-term segregation of a prisoner based on the 
security risk posed either by or to that prisoner. If the justification for segregation is 
risk posed by the prisoner, segregation is further limited by the requirements of 
subdivision (b), which requires consideration of less restrictive alternatives in light 

43. Standard 23-1.0(0). 
44. SU suprD text accompanying II(){C 34. 
45. Standard 23-2.7(aXi); Itt Dlso Standard 23-4.3(b) ("Only the most severe disciplinary offenses . . .  

ordinarily wamnt asanclion thai exceeds [30 days) placement in disciplinary housing . . . .  ") (bracket in original). 
46. Bureau of Prisons. Policy Statement 5270.07. ch. 4 (lnmatc Discipline and Special Housing Units) (Oe<:. 

29. 1987 and modifications). al'Clilab/e al hnp:llwww.bop.govlpo liey/pn>gstat/5270_007.pdr. Compare id. ch. 4. 
al4 (listing violations classified in the " grealest sevenly" category), with id. ch. 4. II 7 (listing violations classified 
in the "high severity" catcgory). 
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of the particular threat posed. The provisions in subdivision (b) are intended to 

ensure that long-term segregation of a prisoner based on the threat that prisoner 

poses to others is not predicated merely on lbe prisoner's offense. In addition, the 

predicate for long-term segregation cannot be, simply, gang affiliation ("member

ship in a security threat group"). Rather, as subdivision (b)(iv) specifies, prison 

authorities must have "specific and reliable information" (not a mere accusation) 

thaI the prisoner "either has engaged in dangerous or threatening behavior directed 

by the group or directs the dangerous or threatening behavior of others." 

If the justification for segregation is risk posed to the prisoner, segregation is 

further limited by the requirements of Standard 23-5.5 (protection of vulnerable 

prisoners), which dictates that prisoner.s assigned to protective custody must be 

"housed in the least restrictive environment practicable, in segregated housing 

only if necessary." Whether the justification for segregation is the risk to a prisoner 

or by a prisoner, assignments to long-tenn segregation are governed by the 

procedures for placemenl and retention in long-tenn segregated housing outlined 

in Standard 23-2.9. 

One final point that bears emphasis relates to lockdowns. A lockdown, defined 

as a decision by correctional authorities 10 suspend activities in one or more 

housing areas of a correctional facility and to confine prisoners to their cells or 
housing areas, can reproduce the conditions of segregated housing, even for those 

prisoners not otherwise considered appropriate for segregation. Without some 

regulation of lockdowns, the requirements of other Standards would be under

mined.. While a brief lockdown is a legitimate response to an emergency security 

need, once the emergency has passed and correctional authorities have regained. 

control of the facility, Standard 23-3.9 requires that the lockdown be lightened and 

then lifted.. The 1983 lockdown at the federal penitentiary at Marion that inaugu

rated the current wave of supennax confinement is far from the only time a 

sustained lockdown was used as an informal method of imposing long-tenn 
segregation. In some cases, lockdowns have lasted for more than t�o years, 
although the tenn "lockdown" would seem to cover only very temporary (e.g., 
day-long) measures in response to isolated problems. 

IV. PROCEDURAL PROTECllONS RELATING TO SEGREGATED HOUSING 

Recognizing segregation's potential to 510 harm, the Standards set forth proce

dures to be followed. before placing a prisoner in long-tenn segregated housing for 

security reasons, whether that placement is meant to protect the prisoner from 

others, or to protect others from the prisoner. This decision is a special classifica

tion decision and, as such, all the protections set forth in Standard 23-2.3, which 

delineates procedures governing all classification and reclassification, apply as 

well-in particular, the requirement that the written decision (required under 

subdivision 23-2.9(a)(viii)) "should be made available to the prisoner, and should 

be explained by an appropriate staff member if the prisoner is incapable of 
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understanding it" The disclosure limitations in Standard 23-2.3(b) apply as well. 
The Supreme Court has addressed procedural due process in the context of a 

classification decision to send a prisoner to indefinite isolation in administrative 
segregation, which is covered by Standard 23-2.9(a). In Wilkinson v. Auslin:7 the 
Court found a liberty interest at stake, and therefore held that some process was 
due.48 The Court approved the procedural protections that Ohio had put in place.49 
Standard 23-2.9(a) goes beyond the process deemed sufficient in Wilkinson by 
giving prisoners the right to call available witnesses. to access the information that 
forms the basis of the classification decision, and to confront and cross-examine 
witnesses. There is no constitutional right to these procedural protections, but the 
Standard includes them because of their clear importance to accurate and fair 
decision-making. 

Witnesses against the prisoner may appear in person, or their evidence may be 
offered as written witness statements. Either way the prisoner must, as subdivision 
(a)(iv) specifies, be able to ask questions of the witness. If the prisoner's writing is 
not sufficiently fluent for effective response to written witness statements, that 
triggers subdivision (a)(vi), which requires that "counsel or some other appropriate 
advocate for the prisoner" be provided to any prisoner found by the decision
making committee to be unable to prepare and present evidence and arguments 
effectively on his or her own behalf. As the word "advocate" connotes, this is more 
than a mere assistant, carrying out the prisoner's instructions. The advocate can, 
however, be a prison employee if that employee is given sufficient independence to 
serve the assigned function. Some prisoners will need such an advocate because, at 
the time of the long-term segregation hearing, they are already in (short-term) 
segregation, and are therefore unable to talk to potential witnesses on their own 
behalf. Other prisoners need access to an advocate because of cognitive impair
ments or illiteracy. Whatever the source of the prisoner's need for assistance, the 
point of the requirements in subdivision (a) is to allow the prisoner a meaningful 
opportunity to participate in the proceedings and rebut the adverse evidence. The 
Standards also require planning and regular reviews toward release from segrega
tion-Standard 23-2.9 emphasizes re-entry within the prison regimen through the 
provision of a full classification review every ninety days. Each of these safe
guards exceeds the constitutional minima deemed sufficient in Wilkinson. Never
theless, they are crucial to implement the general approach of Standard 23-1.1, 
which states that "(r]estrictions placed on prisoners should be necessary . . .  to the 
legitimate objectives for which those restrictions are imposed." Changes that 
might be implemented after the reviews include increasing out-of-cell time and 

47. S45 U.S. 209 (2005). 
48. Su id. It 223-24 ("'(R)espoodenu have a libeny interest in a\'Oiding assignment to (iong-term segregllled 

imprisonment)." ). 

49. Su Wilkinson v. Austin, 545 U.S. 209. 225-28 (2005) ("Ohio'. New Policy is adequate 10 �feguard an 
inmate's Uberty interest in 001 being assigned to (long,tenn segregated housing]."). 
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opportunities for work, programming. and recreation, and aUowing some interac
tion with other prisoners. (Note that individualized plans described in Standard 
23-3.8(b), setting out expectations for the segregated prisoner's behavior, are not 
an effective strategy for prisoners with serious mental iliness.5O) But, such 
prisoners should not, under these Standards, be housed in long-tenn segregation. 

V. MITIGATiNG THE EFFECTS OF ISOLATING CONDITIONS 

The Standards insist on conditions of confinement that are conducive to 
prisoners' mental and physical well-being, even in segregated housing. None of the 
Standards interfere with the key security feature of segregated housing-the 
separation of prisoners from each other. But even extremely dangerous prisoners 
need mental, physical, and social stimulation. Avoiding the most damaging 
conditions for them is not only more humane but also serves prison and public 
safety, because it promotes their rehabilitation, or at least prevents debilitation. 
The Standards ban what is tenned "extreme isolation," conditions that generally 
include a combination of sensory deprivation, lack of contact with other persons, 
enforced idleness, minimal out-of-cell time, and lack of outdoor recreation." 
Isolation is more likely to become extreme, and therefore damaging to a prisoner's 
mental and physical health, the longer it lasts, and the more thorough the sensory 
and social deprivation imposed. To avoid extreme isolation, the Standards require 
that even prisoners properly in segregation be allowed various sorts of stimulation, 
including human contact. For example, personal visitation cannot be eliminated 
for more than thirty days,'2 and counsel and clergy visits can be restricted only if 
the prisoner has committed misconduct with respect to such visits.'3 

When a prisoner is placed in segregation for reasons other than discipline, 
Standard 23-3.8 also requires "as much out-of-cell time and programming partici
pation as practicable." Even for a prisoner who cannot safely spend any time out of 
cell, programming that makes use of a television or books is possible. The physical 
environment in segregated housing also must be conducive to well-being. A 
segregation cell must be at least eighty square feet. Space should be commensurate 
with the amount of time the prisoner is required to spend in the cell; for long-tenn 
segregation with the minimum out-of-cell time,S4 more space should be provided, 
both to allow some large-muscle exercise within the cell and to decrease mental 

50. Su. t.g .. Walker v. Slate, 68 P.3d 812, 882, 884 (Mont. 2003) (finding that plaintiff's mental illness was 
severely worsened as a result of being housed in segregation and subjected to certain behavior modification plans 
by prison officials). 

51.  Standard 23-3.8(b). 

52. Standard 23-3.7(c)(iii). 
53. Stt Standard 23-3.7(d) ("Correctional authorities should be pc:nnitted to reasonably restrict, but !lOt 

eliminate . . .  clergy visits . . .  if a prisoner has engaged in misconduct directly related to such visits . . . .  "). 
54. Stt Standard 23-3.6(b) (stating that C()ITeCtiona1 authorities should provide all prisoners daily opportunities 

for significant oUloOf.cell time and that each prisoner should be offered al least one hour per day of exercise in the 
open air, ir the weather pennits). 
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stress. Each prisoner in segregation should be pennitted a bed and mattress off the 
floor, a writing area and seating. a storage compartment, natural light, and light 
sufficient to pennit reading,SS These requirements apply to those in segregated as 
well as non·segregated housing. unless correctional authorities have a particular 
security reason to limit a particular prisoner. 56 Restrictions should be made item by 
item; it is difficuh to think of a situation in which any prisoner should be denied 
natural light. but much easier, for example, to imagine appropriate reasons to deny 
a prisoner a storage compartment. Additional requirements of darkness during 
sleeping hours. adequate ventilation and Jiving-area temperature, access to health 
care and water, and other environmental considerations�7 also apply in segregation 
as elsewhere.58 

One imponant sign of mental or physical health deterioration for prisoners in 
segregation is the refusal to eat, drink, or participate in the limited programming or 
recreation available to them.�9 That is why it is crucial, and required by the 
Standards, for correctional staff to take note of and investigate such refusals, both 
by recording them in the log required by Standard 23-2.8(c)(i) and by taking more 
expedited action when it is appropriate. 

Because suicide is a particularly acute problem in segregated housing, anti
suicide measures should be more exacting in such housing than is required by 
Standard 23-S.4(e), which relates to suicide prevention measures in regular 
housing areas. The problem of suicide in segregated housing should be amelio
rated, as well, by the rule against housing prisoners with serious mental illness in 
segregated housing.60 In addition, Standard 23-S.4(c)'s rule that correctional 
authorities should avoid isolating prisoners at risk of suicide disagrees with the 
isolation with which correctional authorities frequently respond to suicidal prison
ers, because experts agree that isolation is convenient but counterproductive. As 
one leading expert has explained: 

In determining the most appropriate housing localion for a suicidaJ inmate. 
correctional officials (with concurrence from medical andlor menta1 health 
staff) often tend to physically isolate and sometimes restrain the individual. 
These responses might be more convenient for all staff. but they are detrimen-

55. �l! Standard 23-3.3(b) (wming that each prison cell s.bould b\'e ", bed and mattress off the floor. , 
writing area and sating. an individual se:cure It()flge compartment . . .  , a source of natunll li&ht. and li&ht 
suffideot to ..,elmit readingH). 

56. Su Standard 23·3.&(e) ("Excep: if required for security or s.afet)' ruson� for • particular prisoner, 
segregation cells should be t(luipped in compliance with Standard 23·3,3(b),"), 

57, Standard 23-3.7(.) (listing as Olher environmental considerations: sufficient light 10 pennit reading in 
prisoner's housing area; • "standard menu" of hetlthful food. except as pennined by Standard 23·3.4(c): and 
counKI or clcllY visits). 

58. �l! Standard 23-3.1(.). 
59. �l! SI8Ddard 23-3.&(f) (suting tha! "",,,,,,;tiona! staff should monitor and US"S such specific indicators of 

mental or physical health deterioration). 
60. Standanl23-2.8(.). 
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lal to the inmate since the use of isolation escalates the inmate's sense of 
alienation and further removes the individual from proper staff supervision. To 
every extent possible, suicidal inmates should be housed in the general 
population, menial health unit, or medical infirmary, located close 10 staff. 
Further, removal of an inmate's clothing (excluding bells and shoelaces) and 
the use of physical restraints (e.g., leather straps, straitjackets, chairs, etc.) 
should be avoided whenever possible, and used only as a last resort when the 
inmate is physica11y engaging in self-destructive behavior. Handcuffs should 
never be used to restrain a suicidal inmate. Housing assignments should be 
based on the ability to maximize staff interaction with the inmate, not on 
decisions that heighten depersonalizing aspects of incarceration.6! 

1439 

Similarly, the American Public Health Association Standards state that "[i]solation 
may increase the chance that a prisoner will commit suicide and must not be used 

as a substitute for continuity of contact with staff and appropriate supervision. 

(The practice of placing suicidal prisoners in 'safety cells' instead of talking to 

them and maintaining continuing observation is inappropriate.)
,,62 The require

ment of continuous staff observation follows best practices. Some prison systems 
instead use a "buddy" system, assigning one prisoner to watch another. The 

National Commission on Correction Health Care explains that this is not an 
acceptable approach: "[W]hen an actively suicidal inmate is housed alone in a 

room, supervision through continuous monitoring by staff should be maintained. 

Other supervision aids (e.g., closed circuit television, inmate companions or 
watchers) can be used as a supplement to, but never as a substitute for, staff 
monitoring.

,
063 The Department of Justice also takes this approach in its decrees.64 

CONCLUSION 

In this era of limited judicial enforcement of prisoners' rights, improvements to 

prison and jail conditions must not rely entirely on judicial enforcement. Instead, 
correctional administrators such as Commissioner Dora Schriro, prisoners' advo

cates such as David Fathi, and others must lead the way to more humane and 

6\. Lindsay M. Hayes, National Center on Insti(Ulions and Alternatives. K�y Comporunts of a Suicid� 
Pm:�ntion Progrom (2007). hllp:llwww.ocianet.org/suicideprev�ntionlpublicationslguidingprinciples.asp (last 
visited Dec. 30. 2010). 

6? AM. PuB. HEALTII ASS·N. STANDARDS FOR HEALlll SEJlVICES IN CORRECTIONAL INsmunoNS § V.EA., al60 
(2OC13). 

63. NAT'LCOMM'N ON CORR. HEALTH CARE. PRISON HEALllI STANDARDS § P-G-05(7), at 102 (2008). 
64. The Department of Justice Civil Righl$ Division has found constitutional violalions in many sllUlll jails' 

failure to screen prisonen for suicide risk and to implement suicide prevention policies. Su, �.g., Consent Order 
at 20-23. United States v. City of Corinth, No. 1:94-cv-311 (N.D. Miss. Sept. 2. 1994), available at 

htlp://www.clearinghouse.neilchDocslpubliclJC-MS-0008-OOO3.pdf ("Defendanl$ shall screen all inmates for 
suicide risk and other special nctXis prior to thcir admission to the Jail. "); Consent Decree at 21-26, United States 
v. Alcorn Cnty .. No. 1:94-cv-00271-LTS (N.D. Miss. Aug. 2, 1994). available at http://www.clearinghouse.neil 
chDocs/publiclJC-MS-0007-0004,pdf ("Defendanl$ shall ensure that suicide prevention measures are in 
place . . .  ,"), 
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smarter correctional practices. In her essay in Ihis Symposium, Commissioner 
Schriro highlights three 'features of effective and humane detention systems: 
"capacity" (a term that encompasses policy, physical plant. skilled personnel, etc.), 
"competency" (the term she uses to refer to consistent effectiveness), and "commit
ment" (to all the varied stakeholders-prisoners. labor, etc.),65 As she discusses, 
the Standards aim to improve all three. They are designed to deepen capacity and 
competency by informing policy and encouraging necessary improvements related 
to physical plant, training. etc. And they insist on commitment to the large variety 
of nationwide stakeholders, emphasizing the common humanity of prisoners. 

65. Su Don Schriro. Imprrwing Conditions of COfljiMmeni/or Crimiool lnmatel and Immigront /Hrainur, 
41 AM. <:RIM. L. REv. 1441 (2010). 


